tween the parts of the graph and the string structure.
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The output of the decoder has been varied for dependency parsing. Yli-Jyrä and
Gómez-Rodríguez (2017) developed a linearisation for noncrossing dependency trees
and graphs:
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If the hypothesis is true, the internals of decoder resembles an automaton that parses
deterministic context-free languages, when trained with a corresponding target
annotation. This hypothesis was already supported by the analysis of the attention
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noncrossing
parse

<aux
<obj

<det

[

[

[

<advmod

<advmod

][

[

][

punct>

]]]][

Ich
kann dieses Geschäft nur
wärmstens
empfehlen
I
can
this business only
highly
recommend
I highly recommend this business.
The linearisation of undirected graphs extends with dependency relations:

]

.
.

[<nsubj · [<aux · [<det · ][<obj · [<advmod · ][<advmod · ]]][ · ]punct>

More general graph structures that are typical for semantic parsing of natural language
require a general linearisation scheme and a transition system that extends a visibly
pushdown automata. It remains to be seen how the structure of the transition system is
reﬂected by the attention mask and the decoder network.
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mechanism over the encoder LSTM states. Similar to our sequence-to-sequence model described

Interpretability

Strzyz et al. (2019) implemented a BiLSTM/LSTM encoder-decoder and used various
linearisations of the dependency structure, including the bracketing. The beneﬁts of the
approach:
▶ conceptual simplicity
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▶ a good speed-accuracy tradeoff
▶ results are competitive with more complex approaches.
Streamlined Bracketing
Yli-Jyrä (2017) presented a streamlined bracketing for noncrossing graphs:
original
[ · [ · [ · ][ · [ · ][ · ]]]][ · ]
streamlined [[ · [ · [[ · ]][ · [[ · ]][ · ]][[ · ]]
The streamlined bracket sequence can be interpreted as a sequence of actions that
manipulate a buffer and a stack as follows:
action brackets
noshift
·
shift
[[·
reduce
]]
left
]
right
[

effect
advance the buffer head
stack.push(the buffer head,{the buffer head}); noshift
edges ← edges ∪ {(i,the buffer head)| i ∈ stack.pop()[1]}
edges ← edges ∪ {(stack.top()[0],the buffer head)}
stack.top[1] ← stack.top[1] ∪ {the buffer head}

Our ﬁrst aim is to use the streamlined bracketing to carry out parsing elegantly in the
encoder-decoder (Vinyals et al., 2015; Strzyz et al., 2019) or sequence labeling
(Gómez-Rodríguez and Vilares, 2018) approaches.
Generalized Linearisation
Both bracketing schemes and the corresponding transition systems are restricted to
noncrossing graphs, but Strzyz et al. (2019) explored some more general encoding
schemes for trees. Our second aim is to develop a similar linearisation for dependency
graphs via a nontrivial generalization of the prior bracketing schemes. This should offer
▶ compatible with the streamlined bracketing
▶ full coverage of dependency annotations for natural language
▶ conceptual simplicity via the enc-dec model and the sequence labeling task.

Figure 4: Attention matrix. Shown on top is the attention matrix where each column is the attention
Wide Applicability
vector over the inputs. On the bottom, we show outputs for four consecutive time steps, where the

attention mask moves to the right. As can be seen, every time a terminal node is consumed, the
attention pointer moves to the right.

As all graphs can be linearized with the generalized scheme, the resulting linear strings
can be used to represent
4 Analysis also sparse translation alignments and multilinear structures.
This lets us to generalize the encoder-decoder parsing model and to analyse the decoder
As shown in this paper, the attention mechanism was a key component especially when learning
networks in the from
same
uniform
research
framework.
a relatively
small dataset.
We found that
the model did not overfit and learned the parsing
function from scratch much faster, which resulted in a model which generalized much better than
the plain LSTM without attention.
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